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Cleaning and Maintenance Instructions

 

Cleaning Recommendations 

 

Writing Board Surfaces (Ceramicsteel)

• Refer to “Surface Care for Markerboard Applications

attached. 

 

Vinyl Tack Board Surfaces: 

• Stains should be removed as quickly as possible to eliminate any possible reaction between the staining agent 

and the vinyl material. 

• Excess soiling materials such as chewing gum, asphalt, crayon, paint, nail polish or tar should be carefu

scraped off prior to other cleaning attempts.

• Normal cleaning should be done with mild soap and water.  For 

(with low VOC content and non-abrasive) should be used.

• A natural sponge should be used for no

• Rinse the surface thoroughly with clean, clear water, 

clear.  After rinsing, dry with an absorbent cloth

• REPEATED USE OF STRONGER CLEANERS WILL EXTRACT PLASTICIZER FROM THE VINYL 

MATERIAL CAUSING THE VINYL TO LOSE ITS SUPPLENESS.

 

Natural Fine Grain Cork Tack Board Surfaces

• Clean surface using a damp cloth.  For stubborn stains, use a damp cloth with mild dishwashing detergent.

• IT IS IMPORTANT TO ENSURE THAT THE CLOTH IS 

ABSORBED BY THE CORK AND MAY DA

Colour (Forbo) Cork Tack Board Surfaces

• The material is permanently antistatic, thus it does not attract dust.  It is also bacteriostatic,

is low-maintenance and hygienic. 

• To clean, use a pH-neutral cleaning agent and then wipe w
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Cleaning and Maintenance Instructions 

Visual Boards 

Ceramicsteel): 

“Surface Care for Markerboard Applications” and “Surface Care for Chalkboard Applications

Stains should be removed as quickly as possible to eliminate any possible reaction between the staining agent 

Excess soiling materials such as chewing gum, asphalt, crayon, paint, nail polish or tar should be carefu

scraped off prior to other cleaning attempts. 

Normal cleaning should be done with mild soap and water.  For stubborn stains, liquid household cleaners 

abrasive) should be used. 

A natural sponge should be used for normal cleaning; for difficult stains, use a soft bristle brush.

Rinse the surface thoroughly with clean, clear water, changing the water often to insure it remains clean and 

After rinsing, dry with an absorbent cloth. 

R CLEANERS WILL EXTRACT PLASTICIZER FROM THE VINYL 

MATERIAL CAUSING THE VINYL TO LOSE ITS SUPPLENESS. 

oard Surfaces: 

For stubborn stains, use a damp cloth with mild dishwashing detergent.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO ENSURE THAT THE CLOTH IS DAMP ONLY, AS EXCESS WATER WILL BE 

ABSORBED BY THE CORK AND MAY DAMAGE IT. 

Board Surfaces: 

y antistatic, thus it does not attract dust.  It is also bacteriostatic,

neutral cleaning agent and then wipe with a damp cloth. 

“Surface Care for Chalkboard Applications”, 

Stains should be removed as quickly as possible to eliminate any possible reaction between the staining agent 

Excess soiling materials such as chewing gum, asphalt, crayon, paint, nail polish or tar should be carefully 

stains, liquid household cleaners 

rmal cleaning; for difficult stains, use a soft bristle brush. 

the water often to insure it remains clean and 

R CLEANERS WILL EXTRACT PLASTICIZER FROM THE VINYL 

For stubborn stains, use a damp cloth with mild dishwashing detergent. 

, AS EXCESS WATER WILL BE 

y antistatic, thus it does not attract dust.  It is also bacteriostatic, meaning that it 



Built with e3 environmental ceramicsteel surfaces, PolyVision markerboards, chalkboards 
and ēno® interactive whiteboards are guaranteed to withstand the rigors of everyday 
classroom use and offer superior writeability, eraseability and interactive performance.

Proper use and maintenance will keep your board looking like new.

General cleaning instructions for e3™ whiteboard 
surfaces
1. Wipe board with a clean cloth moistened with 

PolyVision or other high quality whiteboard cleaner. 
Note: Using a non appropriate cleaner may result in poor dry 
eraseability due to the build-up of residues from the cleaner on the 
surface.

2. Rinse with clean, warm water to remove any cleaner 
residue  
(a very important step).

3. Wipe dry with a clean cloth. 

Boards used moderately should be cleaned two to three 
times a week. Boards used more intensely may require 
daily cleaning. 

First use of e3 environmental ceramicsteel 
markerboards
If present, remove the protective film. Then, do steps 1-3 
above.

Removing permanent marker
To quickly and easily remove permanent marker, write 
over the top of the writing with a dry-erase marker. Then, 
simply erase.

In most cases, this will remove the marker. But if a 
deeper cleaning is required:

1. Moisten a clean, dry cloth with rubbing alcohol.

2. Wipe the board in a circular motion to loosen marker 
residue.

3. Rinse with clean, water and dry with a clean cloth.

4. Repeat these steps, as necessary, to remove all 
residue.

Removing metal scratches or stubborn residues
1. Dampen a clean, dry cloth with water.

2. Apply a small amount of an abrasive cleanser 
(Barkeeper’s Friend, Zud, cif, jif, or Vitrolin), onto 
the cloth. (For best results, follow manufacturer’s 
instructions on the label.)

3. Working in small sections, clean the area using a 
back-and-forth motion with gentle pressure. 

4. Wipe off all residue with a dry cloth.

5. Soap residues on the board will result in decreased 
dry eraseability. Therefore, rinse well with clear water 
and wipe dry with a clean cloth (a very important 
step).

Additional hints:
1. Use high quality, (avoid low odor) dry-erase markers 

to avoid poor eraseability.

2. Replace markers when almost dry to avoid poor 
eraseability.

3. Replace the eraser felt regularly. Dirty felts or erasers 
will result in poor eraseability.
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Built with e3 environmental ceramicsteel surfaces, PolyVision markerboards, 
chalkboards and ēno® interactive whiteboards are guaranteed to withstand the rigors 
of everyday classroom use and offer superior writeability, eraseability and interactive 
performance.

Proper use and maintenance will keep your board looking like new.

General cleaning instructions for e3™ chalkboard 
surfaces

1. Erase the board with a latex or felt eraser. Keep the erasers 
dry and clean them regularly.

2. Clean the surface with clear, warm water.  
(Use 5% Extran MA 02 or phosphate-containing cleaner in 
water and rub well with a kitchen sponge when necessary.)

3. Rinse well with clear water and strip/wipe the surface with 
a good window stripper/squeegee. Allow the surface to dry 
completely before use. Repeat daily.

First use of e3 environmental ceramicsteel chalkboards

1. Remove, if present, the protection film

2. Chalk the entire surface using the long side of the chalk

3. Then, do steps 1-3 above.

Removing metal marks or scratches

Metal marks or scratches (coming from coins or keys) 
can be removed from the e3 surface through cleaning 
as outlined in steps 2 and 3 of the general cleaning 
instructions.

Surface scratch test

To determine if your board’s surface is PolyVision’s  
e3 environmental ceramicsteel, scratch a small, hidden area 
of the board with a sharp object, such as a key. e3 surfaces 
resist this test, while painted surfaces are easily scratched 
and damaged.

Suggested chalk types

PolyVision recommends white “champagne” chalk 
(without  
a wax surface).
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